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Details of Visit:

Author: PaulPunter
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 8 Mar 2013 11.00
Duration of Visit: 3 Hours
Amount Paid: 300
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Hey Do You Fancy A Change From The Norm ?
Website: http://www.mkhelen.co.uk
Phone: 07971047991

The Premises:

Very clean, city-centre location. Safe, comfortable and warm, if a little compact (there was not room
to swing a cat - or at least Helen's longest whip!)

The Lady:

Photos on her site are accurate, but don't show the the beautiful wicked glint in her eyes, nor tell
you how soft is her skin, how delicious her scent.

The Story:

It is difficult to find anything to add to the many fabulous reviews of Helen, but I can certainly
confirm that: she is extremely friendly and caring; she does kiss enthusiastically and passionately -
far more so than many real GFs; she does have a stunning figure, with long shapely legs, a lovely
arse and natural soft breasts; she does give the best blow job ever, understanding that it is about
both sensation and theatre and enhancing superb physical skills with gagging, spitting, the use of
those amazing eyes and many other subtle details to produce a superbly erotic experience; she is
very responsive and can squirt with the best of them when given appropriate attention - an awe-
inspiring sight. She offers far more than a GFE and is clearly experienced in and enthusiastic about
many aspect of fetish/domination. Lack of clarity in my communication to her prior to our session
meant that we perhaps did not explore this side of things as deeply as we might have done, but
some great CP, electrics and a delicious deep fisting leaves plenty to come in future sessions, of
which I hope there will be as many as distance allows.

Unbelievable value for what must be the best all-round paid-for erotic experience going, with an
absolutely genuine woman who combines utter professionalism with sensitivity and generosity of
spirit.

All in all, really quite satisfactory!
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